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"GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN"

OR
"The Conservative Imagination"
By Peter Lipton
Edmund Burke was the true father of
today's Conservatism but if he could see a
California (which he never dreamed to exist)
in which the Conservative leader is one Ronald Reagan, ex-movie actor/fund raiser it is
likely that all his viscera would together react in one of the most violent reactions ex-

perienced by man.

For Burkes Conservatism was a beautiful-

ly constructed outlook on society with a great
emphasis placed on a natural aristocracy and
'fineness' of a ruling elite. Reagan doesn'tfit
the model. Burkes was an outlook developed
to defend the existing (around 1790) order in
England which he felt was (to vulgarize) 'the
best of all possible worlds.' This feeling was
based on the assumption that because it existed it was that world desired by God. The
defense was against the oncoming rush of
Rationalism and Equalitarianism being
brought in by the truly horrifying Revolution
in France, one he felt would surely 'spread.
His was a philosophy of great spiritual dignity and the sight of the 'zealousness' of today's Conservative leaders would be ana-

of ideas because of their relative position in
Society.
We shall now look at the dominant features of today's Conservative ideology
looking at both their relation to those of the
'Burkean' tradition and their relation to today's society.
(1) A general belief that if given the
choice between Equality (economic and social)
and Freedom (in the 'traditional' sense of the
word) one must choose Freedom.
In general the Conservative tends to see
this choice as existing in a great number of
often when the 'liberal' does not
cases
even recognize its existence. A good example
is the Fair Housing controversy where the
Conservative argument was based on the
Freedom associated with Private Property
and the 'Liberal' argument was based on
equal rights of citizens. We very clearly see
the compatability of the moral issue with the
material interest of the 'Conservative'
grouPThis emphasis on
Liberty exists throughout Burkes works
as does the concept that the law is instrumental in ensuring this.
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However, for us the coupling of his outlook

to the medern day in the form of U.S. or
Pseudo Conservatism (From the John Birch
Society on the extreme right to Barry Goldwater on the extreme left (?) is clearly

important.
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nized.
(3) In

1790 Burke wrote: "The moral

me with dismay and
horror, the abyss of Hell seems to yawn
before me." Ronnie wouldn't say it quite
like that! However, the general attitudes
state of Mankind fills

on

today's morality of the Conservatives

is well known. In

marked contrast to

Burkes grand conception of morality "that
the whole of reality is an expression of
moral principle" we read Reagan's statement that he will recommend legislation
aimed at 'curbing tlie growing flood of smut,
pornography (is there a difference now?)
and drugs aimed (by whom) at our young
people." To analyze the reasons for this
attitude would require much space (though
one can immediately relate it to the general
emphasis on spiritual values) however, the
other aspect of Morality, Crime, does not require analysis. When Reagan says that 'hewill restore to the cities and counties the
rights to enact local ordinances designed

local law enforcement problems"
one can be fairly sure he is concerned with

to meet

That Ronald Reagan does represent this
faction should be recognized: Thus, he last
managed the campaign of Rep. Rousselot,
the only self-professed John Birch Society
member in the House; He was the Northern
California campaign manager for Goldwater
and further he has refused to dis-associate
himself from the support given him by the
Birch Society. All this is not to condemn but
to acknowledge and to further stress that a
vote for Reagan is, possibly among other
things, a vote for U.S. brand Conservatism.
Burkes world was 18th Century England.
A state where Privelage, Agriculture and
(more or less) the Lord reigned. It was
also a state where all these were very
not only by the
clearly being threatened
French Revolution but by the Industrial
Revolution. In seeking to defend these Burke
naturally developed a Philosophy which appealed to the defenders of that order —the
upper class of the day. It was directed to
those who 'had' and needed to'defend'. Hence
it was essentially a spiritual Philosophy
ascribing to the status quo a great moral
worth enough worth to defend itself against
the very logical and appealing mass' philosophies of the 'Levellers'. It thus rejected
'materialism' 'rationalism', 'equalitarianism' all of which would tend to force the
lower classes up through society. It defended 'Tradition', 'Prejudice', 'Liberty' (as
opposed to equality) 'Morality. We can
understand the obvious similarities to the
outlook of today's Conservatives by noting
that the main body of Conservative support
comes from the middle classes who are in
an anlagous position to the people from whom
Burke was writing in two major ways;
(1) They have material satisfaction
(2) Both their status and their economic
security are being threatened by, in this case,
two groups. The working class (the 'omnione could also
potent Trade Unions')
include here the Negro and (all dominant)
Big Business.
This is not to say that the politics of 1790
is applicable to today, but it is to say that
certain classes will respond to certain kinds

and his plan to eliminate Welfare for the
Bodied' "unless they agreed to
work at State Jobs or accept Job Training
that would fit them to take their places as
productive members of society," one can
only contemplate his attitudes towards new
Welfare State proposals such as Medi-Cal.
It is generally accepted, and correctly that
the Right calls for a retreat from the concept
of the Welfare State and this shouldbe recog-

'Able

the very burning issue to the suburban middle
that of Racial violence. It is not
the increase in petty theft that worries the
middle class, but the very impending and often
occurring violence associated with the Negro
struggle. We need only recall Yorty's AntiRiot Bill to get an insight into Reagan's
ideas.
(4) The conservative attack on Big Government finds no counterpart in Burkean
thought —precisely because the phenomenon
did not exist. However, their defense of the
'community' is allied to the old conservation
in which the continuity, the prejudices, of the
'community' were regarded as the bedrock
of the system. Indeed in Burkes Rural England the small community was the defense
against the coming industrialization and
equalitarianism. This then is used, but it
is the attack on centralized Government. ("I
fear Washington and Centralized Government more than I do Moscow" —God water)
which is the meat. It is, from the point of
view of these middle classes, a very rational attack, though tinged, as are most of the
Conservative arguments with emotional diatribe. (Communism, Immorality etc.) It is
rational because the Federal Government is
not only responsible for the present Welfare
State but, far more important, because the

classes

..

(2) A Rejection of the concept that a role of
the Government is to provide for social
and economic equality.
Burke talks of the "true moral equality
of mankind not of that monstrous fiction
vain
("levelling") which by inspiring
expectations into men destined to travel in
the obscure walk of laborious life serves
only to embitter that real inequality which
it can never remove; and which the order
of Civil Life establishes as much for benefit of those whom it must leave in a humble state as those whom it is able to exalt
to a condition, more splendid but NOTMORE
HAPPY." Clearly, though beautifully put,
this argument would not be acceptable
today (I). Rather, today the moral argument
used against 'levelling' is one in which the
virtue of hard labor is extolled. (Reagan
talks of 'whose who see no sin in honest
toll. Further another 'levelling' device
the Unions
are talked of as 'corrupt' and
abusive of their large power. The bias of the
'Right' against the 'excesses' (but where
do excesses begin?) of the Welfare State
and the Unions is well known.
That this is clearly related to their basis
in the middle classes needs no emphasizing.
Reagan illustrates the attitude by his vociferous attack on high taxation to pay for the
Welfare State. His plans to, "propose a
Commission to redefine Welfare's goals"

.

—
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Federal Government has formed a most
powerful alliance with 'Big Business' and
with the Trade Unions. This is an alliance
with the two forces which are threatening the
Middle Classes, threatening to squeeze them
out of existence, botli in terms of status and
in terms of economic control and power. This
is to say nothing of the association of the
the
Government with the other enemy
to this
then
Intellectual! The answer
so-called 'erosion of freedom' by the Fed-

— ——

eral Government (also of course, implicitly
its allies) to pass control back to the smaller
community. To the State in a National election
to the local community in a State

—

election.

Continued on Page 12
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EDITORIAL
Health Care: A Student Problem?
The present problems in health care are becoming
more evident every day. These problems are closely
interrelated, and, in order to truly raise the standards
of health in this country, improvements must be made
in each area. Alleviation of the poor distribution and
use of facilities and personnel cannot assume its full
value until improvements are made in the distribution
of the services dispensed. Further, until the processes
of education and motivation are revised, both for the
general public and the health student, the distributional
improvements will carry little force.
When attacking these areas I think there are two concepts that must always be kept in mind. The first is that
health care is a right and not a privilege; every person in
this country should have the right to obtain any care
necessary to maintain optimal health, regardless of his
or her position on the socio-economic ladder. The second
is that health problems do not exist by themselves, and
in fact are often only a minor manifestation (both in the
mind of the individual and in actuality) of a much greater
problem.
In an all-Negro census tract of Pittsburg, Calif., for
example, 43.5% of the housing is considered substandard; add to this a median income of $3,280 (which often
allows for only substandard food) and one cannot be too
surprised that there are major health problems in that
area.
Neither should one be surprised at a lack of motivation. When people must constantly live under the stresses
of no heat, poor plumbing and often no windows or floor
in the "house" and hardly ever enough food for the
family, is it any wonder that children with malnutrition
and adults with 'chronic coughs" and rotten teeth are
common place? And further, is it any wonder that many
of these people are not too concerned about seeing a
Doctor except in a crisis situation? What becomes evident, then, is first that health problems cannot be alleviated until we all work to remove the root of the problems, which is poverty itself, and second, that every practitioner must be conscious of the whole individual
when treating any specific disease entity, and work to
whatever degree possible at eliminating all aspects of the
disease.
With the acceptance of these concepts comes the
greatest challenge we can face, the acceptance of responsibility. Each of us has a responsibility not only
to ourselves and our profession, but also to the people
we profess to serve. We cannot sit back and wait for
others to solve the problems; we must, whether students, private practitioners, administrators or public
health members, actively work to improve a system of
health care which has proven to be grossly inadequate.
My principal concern is with what we, as students,
can do. I feel our first responsibility is to carefully examine the health conditions and facilities of trie poor,
and this can only be done through first hand observation.
We must then begin working with and for these people,
to help them bring about the necessary changes in their
lives and the life of their communities. At the same time
I feel we must be workingtochangeour present curricula,
such that every student may get direct experience with
the problems that poverty produces andean, while still in
school, begin to help alleviate them.
With regard to curricula changes, I call upon the
school administrators as well, for with your active
cooperation and participation our suggestions for change
can become more immediate realities. The need for
immediacy cannot be overemphasized; people who have
been deprived for so long cannot, and should not, be expected to accept token advances while the rest of the
country surges forward.
Robert Mostovoy

"Modern Surgery"

Letters to the Editor
The Student American Medical
Association (SAMA), an organization long dormant on this campus
still has a few embers burning;
and despite the existence of other
organizations competing for medical students' time, a fire may yet
be rekindled. For, unlike the two
other major groups active on campus (i.e., S.H.O. and C.1..A.),
the basic aims of which are serice to others, SAMA's primary
object is to serve the medical
student himself.
,There are so many different
ways in which SAM\ is presently
serving medical students on various campuses, we can only mention but a few here for lack of
space and time;
(1) A respected national journal, THE NEW PHYSICIAN, is
circulated monthly to all members
throughout their years of training (mcd school tlirough residency) WITHOUT CHARGE (after
once -only payment of dues);
(2) Various insurance programs
at low discount rates —including
life, health, "black bags" and

-

sides," scholarship loan funds, benefit depends in part on how
social events, etc.; and in addi- many others you can find with
tion to these services, SAMA pro- similar interests.
vides a national voice through
If (as by now I would hope you
which the opinions of medical stu- should be) you are interested in
dents may be expressed to the joining with some 60,000 of your
governing bodies of our society. colleagues on 80 other campuses
For these and many other rea- in contributing to the progress of
sons SAMA should be an automa- an organization dedicated to servtic part of becoming a medical ing YOUR best interests, please
student (it is on some campuses). write, phone, or contact me in
But here at UCMC membership is person.
voluntary. Therefore, 1 want to
Thanks
Ron Converse,
encourage medical students in ALL
Class of 1967
classes
especially Freshmen
to consider the advantage SAMA
UC-SAMA Chapter President
has to offer YOU; how MUCH you 3848 23rd Street S.F. Calif. 94114
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malpractice insurance;
(3) Numerous scientific awards
programs and preceptorships (in
general practice, pathology, etc.)

metson, Dentistry.

Publications Assistant

Announcements of these programs
will be posted on campus when

available;

——

limited only
(4) A number
by student support
of purely
"local" functions that SAMA is
capable of performing, viz., book-

exchanges, guest-speakers, tour
services, "big brother" programs, student-faculty "fire-

-
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Moffitt Pioneers New Patient Care Techniques
By Barbara Ferrari

The increasing demands for medical services becomes more apparent each day: federal and state medical programs provide a strong encouragement for the
aged and indigent to seek health care. Advances in medical knowledge result in more accurate diagnoses particularly, through in-patient diagnostic testing, and new
treatments are constantly evolving.
At the top of the hierarchy, politicians and medical
researchers work continuously to increase the availability and quality of medical care. However, in the
practical analysis, the final success of this care is
dependent upon those persons who minister directly to
the people: the individual hospitals, doctors, nurses,
etc. Hence, some changes may be appropriate at the
hospital level to meet the ever changing demands.
In July, 1966, a pilot program was begun on the
ninth floor of Moffitt Hospital in which a new approach
to patient care is being explored. The key objectives
in setting up the unit are: to test out a new method in
providing optimum patient care, to provide a milieu which
fosters teaching, learning and practice, and to determine
the effectiveness of working in smaller units.
The first step was a physical reconstruction of the
floor. A unit of 58 beds was divided into two parts, one
unit of 24 beds and one of 34 beds. Each has its own
nursing station and its own head nurse. Behind the stations, a pharmacy was installed which -supplies all the
medications for each unit.
The second step was a re-distribution of duties among
the various personnel. In the past, it was found that
nurses were becoming more and more involved with non-

nursing functions, i.e. ordering supplies, co-ordinating

Ninth floor nurse receives medication from
the resident pharmacist, a new feature in the
operation of the unique experiment in patient

care.
different services, etc. Consequently, nursing responsibilities were being delegated more and more to nonprofessional help. A floor service manager has been employed to co-ordinate the supportive services (laundry,
diagnostic, medical records, admitting, etc), and to

supervise the housekeeping activities in the unit. The
floor manager is also responsible for training ward clerks
and service assistants. A pharmacist is employed who
takes patient drug histories, interprets medication orders
and accepts the responsibility for dispensing each
patient's medications. The nurse then needs only to pick
up the measured prescription and deliver it to the patient.
This frees her from several hours previously spent in
preparing the medications for distribution. Most important, however, the pharmacist becomes a readily available consultant for physicians and nurses.
Now that the nurse has been "emancipated" from her
extra-nursing functions, more time is available for
patient care. As an educated professional, she is able
to utilize her time to develop more significant help on
relationships with her patients and her staff.She has more
time to assess her patients' needs, thus enabling her to
be of greater assistance to the physician. The smaller
units also allow the head nurse to devote more time to
teaching and improving her own staff.
This pilot program has pooled people from a variety
of professions, brought Ihem into direct contact with patients, and the patients have the advantage of getting more
direct information from the proper professional sources.
It has placed hospital patient care in the hands of well
trained personnel whosework loadhas been reduced quantitatively in order to provide higher quality care to the
individual.
This unit is now being studied in a formal manner.and
its effectiveness is being evaluated in concrete satisncal
terms. If the objectives that the program has set forth
prove advantageous, some of these ideas may have a
great effect upon future hospital administration as well as
health sciences education.

Big Show Set
Crazy Broads

Present IUD

—
—

Yes
that's what the posters
read: "A Bunch of crazy broads
IUDI" What does it
present
all mean? Well, it could mean a
lot of things, but the one thing to
remember is that it all will take
place at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, November 22, in Steininger Gym
nasium; admission is 25 cents,
and refreshments will be served.
But just so no one gets the
wrong idea, the "lUD" is "Impetuous Underground Doings," a
campus-wide talent show sponsored by the Nursing Student Body.
The nurses, well-experienced in
interpersonal relationships, have
noticed that there is much hidden
talent poorly concealed beneath
white lab coats, anti-septic uniforms, and sterile conditions. So,
we have decided to remove the lab
coats, do away with the antiseptic
uniforms, and contaminate conditions! Display your talents
large or small all are welcome.
Each class, fraternity, sorority,
organization, and faculty is cordially invited and enthusiastically
anticipated! Sign-up deadline, with
a short description of your talent
and which group you represent, Is
November 7. Descriptions may be
placed in the large box, labeled
"lUD" Talent, that will be in the
lobby of Millberry Union near the
Central Desk.
its
lUD is the latest thing

-

'
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Need somebody to help you
carry your books?
Open a Bank of America Tenplan
checking account. It offers lop
protection for your money. Helps
you keep track of your funds. And
automatically gives you a receipt
for paid bills. Tenplan checks are
personalized-and for college
students, cost just 150 each with
no other charge regardless of
the size of balance

*

Ask the student advisor at
your nearest Bank of America
branch about the many ways
Bank of America can help you
with your money matters. And
pick up a free college kit that
will answer your questions
about Tenplan accounts and
many other useful services.
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BLACK POWER
RACISM IN REVERSE
BLACK NATIONALISM
BLACK SUPREMACY

VIOLENCE
born. The cry of Black Power
came out of Lowndes County, Alabama this past year, when the
Black Panther Party was formed
to solidify and strengthen the Negro voter in the local elections.

them." In

socio -economical ever the white civil rights worker
terms, Black Power can mean the wants him to." "Many of us
ability for black people to do things have begun to realize that far
for themselves; to control or share from helping Negroes to see themin the control of situations that di- selves as free agents capable of
rectly affect their lives. "In such shaping their own destinies, our
areas as Lowndes, where black presence after a certain point has
men have a majority, they will merely prevented them from takDefinition
attempt to use it to exercise coning the initiative. Whites served
To define Black Power as strict'Black Power!"
trol.
This
is what they seek; cona vital function in the beginning,
C*»*t*'x* by M»vfli«
ly "this" or strictly "that" is
Negroes lack a ma- but now our efforts, in the field,
trol.
Where
impossible, for as previously menjority, Black Power means proper anyway, may well be counter-pro- dc facto or otherwise; despite a
Dangerous Genie
tioned, Black Power is a concept representation
Voting Rights Act, Negroes are
and sharing of con- ductive."
Cartoon by Harttx* and
derives its meaning from what
This
has
tremendous
still harassed, evicted, beaten and
imtrol."
the concept can offer. Perhaps it
Integration
murdered for trying to exercise
By Greg Goddard & Bob Mostovoy would be best to state some of plications; it implies first that
Black Power is also trying to their right to vote; and despite a
confront the concept of integra- flourishing economy, Negro unBlack Power is a reality; it
tion. Stokely Carmichael refers employment remains more than
is an active, growing concept that
to integration as irrelevant when twice that of whites. Carmichael
is affecting the UnitedStates popuhe states, "... black Ameri- says, "As for White America,
lace, both Blacks and Whites.
cans have two problems they are perhaps it can stop crying out
as
black
American society, again
poor and they are black. All other against 'black supremacy,' 'black
well as white, has responded to
problems arise from this two
nationalism,' 'racism in reverse,'
Black Power, for the most part,
sided reality: lack of education, and begin facingreality. The realion a highly emotional level and
the so-called apathy of black men. ty is that this nation, from top to
as a result has failed to examine
Any program to end racism must bottom, is racist; and racism is
what the proponents of Black Power
THE BLACK PANTHER SYMBOLIZES FOYVER
address itself to that doublereali- not primarily a problem of 'huare trying to say and trying to
Integration only addressed it- man relations' but of exploitation
ty."
general
At
the
best,
accomplish.
the things Black Power is not in- whites must learn to accept this as
the problem of being black, maintained
self
to
either actively or
public has relied on mass media tended to
mean: it doesn't mean democratically proper; it further not to thepoverty. Carmichael says through silence —by society as a
interpretainterpretations,
to 'take over implies that Negroes must conthe ability "

. ..

WE'RE THE
GREATEST

...—,,
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realize that far from helping Negroes to see themselves as as
free agents capable of shaping
their own destinies, our presence
after a certain point has merely
prevented them from working the
initiative. Whites served a vital
function in the beginning, but now
our efforts, in the field, anyway,
may well be counterproductive."
In response to this realization,
the concept of Black Power was

-
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savages, kill 'em. I was saying:
Kill ME. It was as if a Jewish
boy watched Nazis taking Jews off
to concentration camps and
cheered them on. Today, I want
the chief to beat hell out of Tarzan and send him back to Europe."
Black Power allows Negroes "...
to reject the most important lie:
that Black people inherently can't
do the same things white people
can do, unless white people help

ment has

succeeded by having

someone else do their work. So it
is with the Negro —he must do

his own work and Black Power
means just that. Negro people can't
develop leadership whenwhites are
doing it for them. As a white civil
rights worker has said, "After a
while organizers often wonder if
they are not developing a newbreed
of Uncle Tom, to put it harshly
a Tom who will do and think what-

—

Black Power sees American society as essentially racist and is
calling for a re-evaluation of white
society by both blacks and whites.
With dozens of people involved
in the civil rights struggle dead
and in spite of the passage of
much legislation, the Negro people
are still where they were when it

an L/wpic won v-

ail

cvjuaiuiau^c

in this society, then we feel the
statements of Black Power represent a valid, necessary, and
meaningful (although perhaps
transitional) step towards reaching this goal. Regardless of your
feelings, we urge you to read the
original statements of the advocates of Black Power, instead of
began in 1960. Despite a Supreme relying on mass media interpreCourt desegregation decision, tation, and then decide for yourmost schools are segregated
selves.

—
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New Buildings Criticized Spreads PnzZL cMENIs

Second in a series concerning
the new Health Sciences Instruction and Research Building. This
article dealing with complaintsEditor

Three weeks of classes have
now passed in the now campus
towers, and student opinion seems
to indicate that the classroom
facilities are quite good.
But the towers were born out
of a concept of a "research factory" envisioned by former chancellor J.B. dc C M. Saunders
and most of the buildings are currently being occupied by research
Unfortunately, they

personnel.

don't share the student's satisfied
view of the structures.
Complaints fall into two cate-

gories

—

overall design and exe-

cution of details. Of the first, the
locating of high rise buildings
on one of the most magnificent
hills in San Francisco and then
designing it so that no offices,

labs of classrooms take advantage
of the marvelous views disturbs
almost all of the occupants. True,
the halls have splendid visibility
(even if through incredibly dirty
glass), but people live and work
in the confined, windowless bowels
of the structure. Presently, a few
windows have been added to look
out at the views through the corridors, but these create the awkward "sidewalk cafeteria" problem of privacy.
Further, although efficient in
terms of lab space per foot of
building space, the corridorless
design has created a myiad of
difficulties that raise questions
about its true workable efficiency.
Interior labs are often only reached
after going through one or two
laboratories. At least one lab on
the 15th floor of HSW can only
be reached after serpentining
through THREE other rooms. Thus
the occupant of the innermost labs
must carry a bewildering set of
keys, or as in some parts of the
buildings, many of the locks must
be identical, creating a security
problem.
Also, the movement of people
through labs is at best distracting,
and at worst impossible if precise

Sex
Mary S. Calderone, Executive

Director of SIECUS, the
Information and Education Council
of the U.S., will speak on "Sexual Education: Goals and Means"
in the Medical Services Auditorium Thursday, November 1,
at 7:30 p.m.
Sex
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answer session, is sponsored by
The Behavorial Sciences Society,
a medical student's organization.
All those interested in the topic,
as well as medical students interested in The Behavorial
View from the once clean windows of the new tower. Sciences Society, are urged to
attend.
This is the
instrumentation is part ofthe work However, with the normal turnThe
of
SIECUS
"To
goal
is:
University
carried
on.
More
than
one
over
the
a
number
in
being
occupant has expressed displeas- of these planned occupants no long- establish sexuality as a health
ure at having nervous experimen- er were on the campus when the entity: to identify the special chartal animals urinate or defecate in buildings opened five years after acteristics that distinguish it from,
their offices while the animals planning, and others taking over yet relate it to, human reproducwere on the way to work in the these specialized facilities quite tion; to dignify it by openness of
naturally have complaints con- approach, study and scientific remore interior laboratories.
cerning the appropriateness of the search designed to lead towards its
the
field
of
details
the
lockIn
and-key problem has already been features. A quick glance around understanding and its freedom
mentioned, and hundreds of other the buildings will reveal many from exploitation; to give leaderitems are targets of complaints. In empty shelves in one office and ship to professionals and to sothe Hopper Foundation, a room stacks of books on the floor in ciety, to the end that human beings
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at-the-bottom cabinets can be been undertake yet), which seems
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who has lost a rat in one.
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$3.4 Million to Med Center

Proposition 2 Earmarks Funds For Education
By LuAnn Dodini
less of your own personal interest,
With just a few weeks left be- or lack of it, in the campaign this
fore Election Day, attention is
year, there is one issue on the balbeing focused on the California
gubernatorial campaign between lot of great importance to theUniRonald Reagan and incumbent Gov- versity of California and to the
Medical Center, This is Proposiernor Edmund G, Brown, Regard-

if passed, will provide more than $400 million for
higher education in the state.
The University of California is
scheduled to receive $60 million
the first year, from the Bond, plus
$10 million in matching Federal
funds, and an additional $107 million in 1967-68. The Berkeley
campus will receive $8,1 millionof
this, and the new Santa Cruz campus, $15,9 million, Santa Barbara
is slated to get the largest share,
$29 million, with Davis receiving
about $28 million. The Medical
Center will receive $3,4 million.
Of the funds allocated to the
Medical Center, a large portion
will be used to complete the top
floors of the Health Sciences Instruction and Research Building
#1 (HSE), which is now just a shell
from the eighth floor up. Other
projects to be financed by the Bond
issue include construction aid
equipment for the Pharmacy Graduate Teaching Program, land acquisition for the School of Dentistry, preliminary planning for an
additional to Moffitt Hospital,
working drawings for the School of
tion 2, which,

Campus Social Issues

Speakers

Board Created

Ron Levant, Union Program Council Chairman and ASUC
MCSF president Sharon Mindlin, two of the chief architects of the new Speakers Program.

-

Nursing, and construction and
equipment for research lab-

17, the ASUCMC and the Millberry Union
Program Council announced their joint authorization of anew student
organization, the Social Issues Speakers' Board. The new Board will
bring distinguished speakers to the campus to discuss healthrelated social issues, according to Union Program CouncilChairman
Ron Levant, and ASUCMC President Sharon Mindlin.
Membership in the organization will be open to all Medical Center
students, and officers will be elected by those attending the first
formal meeting at 7:30 Thursday, October 27, in the Board of Governors' Room, 133 Millberry Union.
The Social Issues Speakers' Board was conceived during the
summer when a number of medical, dental, and nursing students
met to consider ways in which the campus could be encouraged to
participate in public debate surrounding health topics of public
concern. The students: Robert Mostovoy, Richard Savage, Sharon
Mindlin, Ron Levant, and Brian Johnston, concluded that the campus
could best serve the community by helping to disseminate the
best scientific information and soundest clinical judgment available
relating to health problems of social interest. A proposal was
drawn up for a series of debates and symposia, and the plan submitted to the administration and to off-campus foundations, in an
effort to secure funds. Support for the program by the Office of the
Dean of Students, the Office of the Chancellor, the ASUCMC, and the
Millberry Union Board of Governors led to the announcement of OcOn Monday, October

oratories at San Francisco General Hospital.
Endorsed by gubernatorial candidates Reagan and Brown, and
by State Superintendent of Public

'. ■■'

Auditorium.
Topics to be discussed will include: national health problems,
as they relate to the government and organized medicine; medical
and legal views of the use and abuse of drugs; smoking as a public
health problem; sex in medicineand law; and the political, social, and
economic implications of considering health as a right. In addition,
other speakers may be invited during the year, as circumstances
dictate. Whenever possible, speakers will be asked to entertain
questions from the floor.
The broadest possible base of student support is sought by the
Social Issues Speakers' Board. Such support will be needed not only
to administer the present program, but also to design better programs to succeed it.

i!
William H. French
Btailihaitm & Owner
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$7.3 million for San Jose State,
$7.2 million for Sonoma State, and
$3.8 million for Cal State at Hayward. The total funds for all campuses of the state college system
come to $157.7 million.
At the present time there are
89,000 students enrolled on all
campuses of the University ofCalifornia, and another 154,000students attending the eighteen state
colleges. It is estimated thatwhile
the population of the state will increase by about 40% between 1964
and 1970, the college-age population will increase by 80%. This
means that by 1970 there will be
123,000 students in the University
system, and 230,000 in the state
colleges, or an increase of 110,000

students in four years. Of the many
problems to be faced by the colleges the biggest is the problem of
providing adequate facilitiesfor so
many students. In order to build
all the new classrooms, laboratories, and lecture halls that will
be needed, the California State
Legislature has put on the ballot
a proposal to finance the construction of new buildings and the acquisition of land for several new
campuses.
A total of $30 million will be
provided for medical education
in the University of California,
with allotments going to San Francisco, Los Angeles, andSan Diego.

\

.

;
■
;
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(Political Advertisement)
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tober 17.
Current plans call for five programs during the winter and
spring quarters, to be held Tuesday evenings in the Medical Sciences

/ JRmm.

8.

Instruction Maxßafferty, Proposi2 calls for the sale of $230
million worth of bonds, to be paid
for over the next 25 years by State
income, sales, and excise taxes.
According to supporters of the
bond issue, the average cost to the
California taxpayer will be about 49
cents a year for 25 years. If the
money were to be raised entirely
out of current revenues, State income taxes would have to be increased 30%, or across-theboard taxes 5%.
Besides the $230 million raised
by the Bond issue, Proposition 2
will bring in an additional $105
million in matching Federalfunds,
and revenue from tidelands oil
will up the total to $405 million.
Proponents of the bond state that
Proposition 2 is not a "blank
check"; every dollar in the Bond
issue has been earmarked for a
specific purpose. The funds can be
used only for construction and land
acquisition by the University of
California and by the state colleges, and are subject to appropriation by the legislature. Included in the proposal is a $12
million allocation for purchase of
land for the three new state colleges in Ventura, Contra Costa, and
San Mateo Santa Clara counties.
Other allotments for the state
colleges include $11.8 million for
the San Francisco State campus,
tion

..

'■'.

1 am running for Congress and need your help to put
our message across to the voters.
Stop the undeclared war in Vietnam.
Escalate the war on poverty.
We are meeting Saturdays Oct. 29 and Nov. 5, 9:30
A.M., at 1900 Van Ness Aye. to hand out literature in
key points in the city and would greatly appreciate your
aid. We also need help on the get out the vote on election
day. Please come in or phone 771-5745.
If possible a contribution to help defray the cost of this
ad would also be greatly appreciated. Please send to LeRue Grim for Congress, 1900 Van Ness Aye.

Le Rue Grim

-
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Exhibits, Concert Highlight Union Activities
French Pianist to Play Masters Here
On Thursday, November 10, the
Millberry Union will present a
special evening concert by Cecile
Ousset, one of the leading young
pianist's today. Born in Hautes
Pyrenees, France, in 1936, her
concert career began at age of
5 1/2 in Algiers, where a child
prodigy, she gave her first public performance. She subsequently went to Paris to study with
Marcel Ciampi at the Conservatoire National Superieur. In his

-

class, Miss Ousset was unani
mously awarded the First Prize
as early as 1950, and then the
Claire Pages Prize in 1953.
Since entering International
Competition she has won the Marguerite Long-Jacques Thibaud International Competition Prize at

the age of 17, the Geneva International Competition Prize at the age
of 18, First Prize in the International Viotti Competition at 19,
Fourth Prize in the Queen Eliza
beth of Belgium InternationalCompetition at 20, the Busoni International Competition Prize at 23, and
the Van Cliburn First Prize in the
Historic San Francisco Home
United States at the age of 26.
Cecile Ousset has performed withAn exhibit featuring historically and architecturally resounding success in the majorisignificant building of San Francisco is now on display ty of countries of Europe, Africa
and America, as well as on radio
in the Millberry Union lobby.
and television, in both recitals and Miss Cecile Ousset, international concert pianist, will
thousand
structures
here
the
in
Chosen from over four

-

city, the buildings were selected by fifteen community
consultants. Every block in the city, Marin, and San
Mateo was surveyed and the final selections made on the
basis of cultural value of the structure.
The building will be included in the Historic Sites book
to be published by the Junior League of San Francisco,
which conducted the survey.

Calender of Events
DATE
Thurs. Nov. 4
Thru. Nov. 4
Wed. Oct. 26
Thurs. Oct. 27

EVENT
Brass Rubbings by
Elfriede Preger
Art and Fantasy
(illustrated lecture)
Cimarosa's Opera
"The Secret Marriage," UCLA
Opera Workshop

Fri. Oct. 28
Mon. Oct. 31
Thurs. Nov. 3

Tue's.

All day
Noon

Evening

"The 400 Blows"
7:30
The Capitol: Chronicle of Freedom (film) Noon
"Waltzing Matilda"

(Australian Folk
songs)

Fri. Nov. 4
Mon. Nov. 7
thru Nov. 25
Fri. Nov. 11
Nov. 17

TIME

S.F. Student Art Show All day

"Advise and Consent"
American Indian
Artists
"The Last Hurrah"
Dennis Kalfas Trio

,.,.„„„„„,».,„.,».».»..»»...»«

.....I..""..™

Noon
7:30
All day

7:30
Noon

I

concertos.

Her brief recital tour of California has been arranged by Car-

perform in Stenninger Aud. on Nov. 10, at 8 p.m.

negie Hall-Jeunesses Musicales cipal purpose is to make artists,
acting in cooperation with Jeu- ensembles, and speakers availnesses Musicale of France. The able to local chapters of its reJeunesses Musicales is a world- spective countries, as well as enwide movement which, in each of couraging the careers of gifted
the twenty-six countries where it young artists.
Miss Ousset will present a prohas taken root, makes good music more readily accessible to gram that covers theworks of comyouth and young adults. Its prin- posers from the 17th, 18th, 19th

and 20th centuries. Among the

composers to be represented will
be Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt, Debussy, and Ravel.
The concert begins at 8 p.m., on
Thursday, Nov. 10, and will be held
in the Stenninger Auditorium, The
price is 75 cents for students and
spouses and $1.25 for all others.

Art Forms of the American Indian Shown

Beginning Monday, November 7,
and continuing through November
25, the Millberry Union will prePLACE
a showing of the American
Main Gallery j sent
Indian Artists, an exhibit of paintings, artifacts, and crafts. The
Print Gallery
paintings are in all styles and
represent Indian arMed. Sci. Aud. ) media and
tists from tribes throughout the
United States. The artifacts will
mainly be from private collections of Indian families here in the
Med. Sci. Aud. j Bay
Area. There will also be
Med. Sci. Aud. j
some lectures on Indian art and
heritage, and short movies.
Med. Sci. Aud.
The American Indian Artists,
formed this year, is devoted to
encouraging young Indians to deM.U. Lounge j
their artistic ability. They
velop
Med. Sci. Aud. ]
eventually establish a galhope
to
Main Gallery & j
own where many of
Print Gallery ] lery of their
Indians livAmerican
16,000
the
Med. Sci. Aud. ]
Bay Area may
the
ing
greater
in
M.U. Lounge ]
"The Rogue Buffalo" by Earl Livermore, one of the
participate. The lectures and
contributing to the American Indian Artists
films will be shown during the artists
\
Exhibit.
week of November 7-11.
1
i'""""

'
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Friday Flicks Forever...
After an enthusiastic response

"The 400 Blows" is the story of
a misunderstood child driven to
desperation in the narrow, bourgeois world which Truffaut knows
too well.
NOV. 4: "Advise and Consent"
Henry Fonda, Charles Laughton,
Don Murray, Walter Pidgeion,
et al.
The political and personal struggles h~ power on Capitol Hill are
depicted with compelling honesty
OCT. 28: "The 400 Blows"
and candor in Otto Preminger's
Jean-Pierre Leaud, Patrick Auf- All-Star motion picture version of
fay, Claire Maurier. Written and Allen Drury's widely-icclaimed
Directed by Francois Truffaut, Pulitzer Prize winning noveL
to the opening films of the series,
the Friday Night Movies promise to continue the fine precedent
established by these films. There
will, however, be a slight change
in format. To the great delight of
some and the great disappointment
of others, Captain VideoI will no
longer be shown. The serial will
be replaced by a variety of short
subjects.

Charles Laughton and Don Murray engage in a courtroom confrontation in the film "Advise and Consent."

SPECIAL $1.00 DIMERS

HH

1994 LOMBARD

-

From 6-4

346-9764

OPEN EVERY NITE

aP

—

Wed. thru Sun.

vJH
gg

—

—

NOV. 11: "The Last Harrah"
Spencer Tracy, Jeffrey Hunter, Diane Foster, Pat O'Brien.
John Ford's Film adaptation of
Edwin O'Connor's best selling
novel in which Spencer Tracy stars
as a politician who pits his humane, personal paternalism
against the efficiency and corruption of a modern political machine in his last election fight.
The movies will be shown, as
usual, in the Medical Sciences
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. The price
is $.50 for students and $,75 for"
non-students.

-

-

IZZA BEER SANDWICHES

COPYCAT

ENTERTAINMENT NITELY
2244 FILLMORE (at CIay)PACIFIC HEIGHTS
Dollar Lunch Parties Every Sunday

!

NOW OPEN UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

COLLEGE COFFEE SHOP
92 JUDAH (1/2 Block from ZIP HOUSE)
731-1143

Breakfast All
WEEKDAYS

7 TO

7

Day Long
SATURDAY 9 TO

627 IRVING ST.
at 7th Aye.
PHONE 731-8270

1

\
child contemplates a world he cannot understand
i Afilm,young
"The 400 Blows" to be shown Friday, Oct. 28.

!

in this classic Truffaut

New 'Cal Club'
Members Named
President Clark Kerr has selected the new members of the San
Francisco Chapter of California
Club, the statewide organization of
students which acts as a liaison
and sounding board of student opinion to the President. Those selected were: Ken Barnes, Lome
Elthrington, Larry Hill, Larry
Mills (Medicine): Rod Coburn, Carl
Kuhn, Dick Savage, (Dentistry);
Janell Short, Bey Sadler, (Dental
Hygiene); Bod Dietz, Bob Storms,
(Pharmacy); Gail Henrikson, Sharon Mindlin, Jo Sikorski, Ruth
Ziemer, (Nursing). Old members
are Wally Conmy, Schwab Dinkle,
Tom Dunphy, Helen Fowler, Dick
Froh, Parker Fuhriman, Barbara
George, Bob Lamb, PaulQuintana,
Spencer Tracy poses for a photographer in his last Dave Schaal, Gail Stnkler, Lee
Pat Smith. Jim McNamara
election battle against the political machine in "The Smith,
was named chairman for the comLast Hurrah."
ing year.
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meridian West Sparkles
The Meridian West series is
now in full swing, and if the first
two performances are any indication, this year's series promises to be the most entertaining
and wellrounded of any presented
on this campus. Larry Hankinprovided a full hour of laughter two
weeks ago, and last week, the
Mime Troupe gave a fine presentation of their commedia dell'arte,
"Olive Pitts."
The next two performances
should also offer interesting and
enjoyable noon hours. On Thursday, November 3, Meridian West
presents "Waltzing Matilda," a
program of Australian folk songs
played and sung by Margaret Field,
A professional music teacher with
degrees in Music and Education
from Melbourne University, Margaret Field, whose musical tastes
are not limited to three "B's" of
the classics, has hopefully and
continually tried to convince her
pupils that there is more to music
than six strings and an amplifier.
In addition to her teaching career this versatile performer has
been very active in Melbourne's
musical and theatrical life and until her arrival in America she was
a leading soprano with the Victorian Opera Company.
Miss Field has also appeared
in Musical Comedy and Revue and
is currently appearing in the

Dennis Kalfas, of the Dennis Kalfas Trio.

"Lamplighters" production of the

"Mikado."

Three weeks from now, on
>' he
Dennis Kalfas Trio" will be here.
The ensemble, will present a program in "the jazz setting;" included in it will be many of the
standard tunes, as well as the
Thursday, November 17,

most avant-garde.

Dennis Kalfas is
ormer student of OScar Peterson and a
recent recipient of the Arthur J,
Bitker Memorial Award, This
award will allow him to study music at the University of his choice
on full scholarship.

I

I

i

coffee...conversation...

|

j

Miss Margaret Field

1

community...comestibles...

™E I/THOU

|

COFFEE

|

1736 haight near cole
P hone 386-9860

daily
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fire, as does the tenet that one
must be shreweder than his neighFOLK SINGING • BEER • WINE • CHEESES
bor.
by
R.G.
DaPantalone, played
vis, is an impoverished Spanish
By Howard Kutchai
peasant who dreams of becoming
The famous SanFrancisco Mime is the specialty of the San Fran- a great olive grower. Pantalone,
Troupe appeared last Thursday in cisco Mime Troupe. This type of his buxom daughter Manciguela
Millberry Union as the second theatre had its origin withitenerant (Anne Bernstein), and his wife
offering in the MERIDIAN WEST groups of players that performed Agueda (Sandra Archer) indulge
series presented by the Millberry in Italy during the Renaissance. in great ecstasies of speculating
Union Program Department, The Now, as then, Commedia dell'arte how vast shall be their plantings,
rollicking farce was taken in by a involves satires on "the system," how magnificent their rancho, how
"Olive Pits" satirizes the free elegant their hacienda, how wideguffawing multitude; the Main
Lounge overflowed in every pos- enterprise system, as the prospread the fame of their olives.
gram tells us, it is ", , about
sible direction.
"Olive Pits" is quite funny in
The presentation was "Olive people who dream about making a some spots, but often reaches too
Pits," a commediadell'arte adapt- mint (or olives) in this system." hard for laughs.The satire is good,
-..■
■
.1.11
~"
'—
ion of a play by Lope dc Rueda The great virtues initiative, ambut often too direct. This play is
imagination
come
under
(1510-1565). Commedia dell'arte bition,
not nearly so successful as "Rozante's Maneuvers," which was
presented here about one year and
You say you're tired after a rough summer? Don't
Hi Bunky
a half ago; a thoroughly hilarious
cooking, much less doing the dishes? You say your
to
even
up
feel
satire of war which comes off in
is a little stretched after vacation?
budget
almost every respect. "Olive
I
NO SWEATI
Pits" is nonetheless quite enterWe here at Ye Camelot have the answer to the problem —"The
taining. It seems a cross between
Single Set Special." For the agonizingly low price of one dollar you
the Medeival morality play and the
can enjoy a full dinner in casual, convivial surroundings. Each
theater of the absurd in its form.
evening from 6-9 P.M. we serve a different item to tempt the palate
At the present time, certain
even the most discerning gourmet. Barbecued Ribs every night
of
groups are pushing for the banishWED: Beef Stroganoff
MON:
" Meat Loaf
I
ment of the Mime Troupe from all
Chicken
TUES:
TJHUR:
Lasag(weXia
the
ostensibly
UC,
of
on
campuses
il«'
Vftei
gg|^^jgj|s^|£j^jjjjj|j
grounds that the presentations of
Mime
are
and
Troupe
the
obscene
1
Drag your weary bones down and be
offensive. This much vaunted obany
scenity has not been evident in
Superb cuisine at bargain basement
of the Mime Troupe performances
prices.
''.-■:"
m
on this campus.
*f*
You could not duplicate this meal at
T
It is in keeping with the new
home for anywhere near the price.
\
spirit of the San Francisco Camfranrisrn
should
pus that the Mime Troupe
»att
Fillmore off Lombard
perform here on the very day that
their banishment was to be considered by the Regents meeting at
Davis.

Mime Troupe Controversy?

'
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Troupe's presentation,
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CIPA Pushes Forward Health Rights Drive
that we will do this only if the
Mission district community wants
us to do it. Our allegiance is, to the
poor and to theirneeds.And hence,
we attempt to develop the interest
of the poor in getting better health
care and to organize them so that
they can get that care. This is a
far different approach from negotiating in behalf of the poor in
offices to which the poor have no
access, such as the Medical Committee for Human Rights did when
they went over the heads of theNational Farm Workers Association,
and attempted to bargain for them
with State public health officials.
The result of this was a complete and total failure
MCHR
alienated the poor and attained
nothing from public health. The
CIPA approach amounts to working
with the poor so that through their
organizations they can build a base
of political power commensurate
with their numbers. With such
a base of power they can then begin
to solve some of their problems,
not only health, but housing, education and jobs as well,
Ron Levant

"Health care is a right, not a privilege; and insuring
equal rights in health care is as much a responsibility
of the health professions as is the dispensing of such
care."
CIPA leafier on Project South Help.

--

The above idea? underlie the First,

CIPA members would

thoroughly research County, State
and Federal regulations pertaining
to health care for the low-income
patient, and gather information
derlies the above ideas. And these on the health services already
problems are enormous. As we available to these patients in San
found in Delano, as we found in Francisco county. This informathe South, and as we find in our tion would then be written up in
own backyard, the poor person the form of a Health Rights Handnot receiving public assistance book, which would provide facts
(the so-called 'medically indigent' on what a poor person is entitled
or "Group 2" patients) has avail- to by law and where he can get it.
The Mission Area of San Francisco site
able to him an inadequate number The book will be presented in lay
and
be
written
in
will
of public and part-pay clinics and language,
of CIPA Action Project 58
services, and receives inadequate both English and Spanish. As this
care or no care at all, despite article goes to press most of the met. The fourth stage involves attempts to get better health care
medicare and despite the Casey research is completed.
applying these levers. The tactics for the poor by working with the
Bill (AB ,'/5).
The second stage of the project that will be used here depend poor and their organizations, as
The purpose of this article is will be the distribution of thehand- entirely upon the wishes of the opposed to working with public
not to detail the lack of healthcare book, and the education of the community.
health officialdom. This is not to
for poor people, which will be community on their health rights.
say that we will not attempt to
done definitively as part of the
cooperate with public health if and
This is an important step. It is
Mission project, but rather tooutwhere possible. But it is to say
not enough to simply hand a perThis approach differs from other
line the way in which CIPA inson a book, and leave it at that, approaches toward attaining better
tends to approach this problem;
because if one does the book will health care for the poor in two
and to examine this approach in the
never be read. One is dealing with important respects. First of all,
light of our own experience in Dea situation in which the poor perit attempts to provide volunteer
lano and Mississippi and the exson has received so many un- service as a means of attaining
perience of other groups elsefulfilled promises that,, he begins better health care on apermanent
where.
to distrust any suggestions as to basis. This differs from other
how he might alleviate his conapproaches which provide such
dition. One must thereforegain the volunteer service as a philanthrotrust of the people and develop pic gesture, knowing full well that
During the summer CIPA was
their interest in attaining better volunteer service cannot be concontacted by representatives of
care. CIPA hopes to do tinued forever.Last fall theStudent
health
a federation of 57 community orthis by working strictly with the Health Organization on this camganizations of the poor in the
organizations of the community pus attempted to provide service
Mission district to solicit our
and their organizers. CIPA memusing volunteer personnel in their
help in their efforts to attain betbers may go to meetings of these Redwood City project.SHO screencare
ter health
for the communi- organizations and talk about the
ed Mexican-American childrenand
ty. These organizations include a
booklet, or go door to doorwiththe uncovered many health problems,
number of Mexican-American and
organizers. We want to have orbut had no where to send the chilother Spanish speaking ethnic self ganizers distributing
the book dren for treatment. CIPA also
help clubs and political organizaAT
themselves, and talking it up. We
tions, American Indian Associa- have the support of the communi- attempted this approach last fall
in the Delano project. But here
tions, the Mission District Ecoty organizations; what we need
the emphasis was not on getting
nomic Opportunity Council, church
is
intent
community
development of the. Mission Health
Rights Organizing Project. A recognition of the problems of the
poor in attaining health care un-

Approach Analysis

—

THE NEW
CATHOLIC CENTER

Project Outline

an aroused
upon attaining better health care.
In order to get this we must work
with and through these organizations, since they are composed of
people who live in the area.
The third and fourth stages of
this program are tentative, and depend for their implementation on
the effectiveness with which we
arouse community interest in attaining better health care. The
third stage involves setting up a
goal.
screening and referral center. The
After a number of meetings be- purpose of this is to compile deftween CIPA members and meminite data on how well theneeds are
bers of the federation, a four being met, and to provide levers
stage program was decided upon. by which these needs may be better

groups, and liberal and radical
political groups. All 57 organizations formed a federation In order
to combat the S.F. Redevelopment
Board's plans for the Mission district, which would meanrelocation
and hardship for many of the people
there. Impressed by the effectiveness of unified action to solve
common problems, the federation
expanded its scope to include better health care for the poor as a

health care for the
farmworkers, but rather on boosting morale during the winter
months of the Grape Strike. The
problem with volunteer health care
is simply that it cannot be maintained indefinitely, and hence any
serious attempts to alleviate the
problems of the poor in obtaining
health care must focus on permanent facilities.
permanent

How can such permanent facilities be obtained?This brings us to
the second important aspect by
which the approach of the mission
project differs from other approaches. That is, this project

HARRY'S
LAUNDmm

sth Avenue and Irving Streets

serving
The U.C. Medical Center

Mass Schedule
SUNDAY: 6:30, 9:30 and 5 p.m.
HOLY DAYS: 6:30, 12:15, and 5:10 p.m.
FIRST FRIDAYS: 12:15 and 5:10 p.m.

904 COLE ST.
H

J

M'

Coats, dresses, knit suits, car coats, sweaters,

|

1941 IRVING
Charge Accounts- BankAmerlcard-Diners Card

a

WASH AND DRY CLEANING
FINISHED LAUNDRY

S
H

PRICES LOW
SERVICE RELIABLE

Father John M. Ring

Telephone:

Chaplain
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UC Basketball "Medics" Meet
Team Tryouts Scheduled Kaiser Team in Benefit Game

BASKETBALL

The UCMC "Medics," last tor Al Kerr. Player representatives are Brian Kniff and Doug
Clemetson.
The schedule for the coming
season includes eleven games to
be played at Millberry gym. The
opposition includes the University
of California and Stanford J.V,'s,
Hamilton Air Force Base and local
attend.
The "Medics" are sponsored AAU teams such as Kaiser "Misby Millberry Union and this year's sies, V.F.W., and Bay Area Catering. The "Medics" will play preteam will be coached and managed by assistant athletic direc- liminary games against the California and Stanford Freshmen
teams. The latter game will be
the pre-lim game to the Stanford
UCLA varsity game. Also, the
Men's intramurals start this Medics will probably travel to
week with a nearly full schedule Stockton, Sacramento, and Reno
on tap. Any interestedparticipants for games. The team then hopes
who have not signed up should see to enter the post season AAU
Al Kerr at the Poolside desk Tournament at Kezar Pavilion,
immediately.
where they hope to be victorious
Women's intramurals are off to and thus return to Denver for the
a slower start as not many girls
second straight year as the Northhave signed up to take advantage of ern California representative.
the athletic facilities the Unionhas
to offer. Any woman who desires
a way to get some exercise should
contact the Athletic Department
about the swimming, volleyball,
basketball and trampoline programs given this year.

year's Northern Calif. AAU Basketball champs, will hold a tryout
at 5:15 p.m. on Wednesday, October 26, in the Millberry gym.
All former players who are interested in further continued high
caliber competition are invited to

Murals Off, Running

—

On Saturday, October 29, the
UCMC "Medics" take of the Kaiser "Missies" in a benefitbasketball game at Skyline High School
in Oakland. Proceeds from the
game go toward supporting the
Athletic program for the Oakland
High Schools. This past year, the
Oakland Area voters turned down
a school bond proposal and thus
the school board was forced to

cancel the inter-school athletic
program in order to stay within
their budget. But various civic organizations have tried to raise
money so that Oakland area students will be able to compete in
inter school athletics this year.
So, on October 29, the Oakland
Tribune and the Kaiser Company
are sponsoring a game featuring two of the West Coast's finest

-

Lockers Still Available

amateur basketball teams.

The Kaiser "Missies," former
National AAU Basketball Champions, feature a tall, fast team.
They are led by a pair of 610"
giants: former All-American Jim
Hadnot from Providence College
and former Univ. of Calif, center
Camden Wall. Also, Leroy Walker, former All-Skyline Conference guard, will be in the line-up.
Former East Bay High School and
College players round out their
roster.

Rental gym lockers are still available to all new
and returning students and faculty.
Rental fees for a small locker and combination lock
are 50 cents per quarter $1.50 or for the academic
year. Rental fees are collected at the time the locker
is issued. The lockers and locks can be obtained at the
Athletic Control Desk in Millberry Union, and are
issued on a first-come, first-serve basis.

The UCMC "Medics," 1965-66
Northern California AAU Champs,

will have most of last year's
team plus former Stanford players Kent Hinckley and Jack Gil-

bert, Steve Smith from California
and Bob Quinney from 8.Y.U., and
some new additions from the Medical Center.
Game time is at

8:30 p.m.

HIGH INCOME JOBS ON CAMPUS
Get a high paying job in sales, distribution or market research right
on your own campus. Become a
campus representative for over
forty magazines, American Airlines, Operation match, etc. and
earn big part-time money doing
interesting work. Apply right away I
Collegiate Marketing. Dept. H. 27
E. 22nd St., New York.N.Y. 10010.
"ESP-DISK, recording company of
the new music and theFUGS, wants
campus news for surveys andpublic relations assignments. Contact
immediately B. Stollman, ESP, 156
sth Aye., New York 10010."

What's Happening at Bth and Irving
(701 to be exact)? Something of interest is there You can bank on
that I Vault on over on Nov. 15
Grand Opening.

—

—
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The American Indian's Dilemma

Governor Reagan
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
This answar and its emotive
can be seen in a statement by Reagan on education:
"Education is the bulwark of Freedom only with local control (of it)
can Americans be assured that
their children will receive the
finest education possible WITH
SAFEGUARDS AGAINST IDEOLOGICAL OR POLITICAL INDOCTRINATION." He is not saying
that the Federal Government is
part of the Communist Conspiracy
but then
what is he saying?
"I'm not a politician," states Reagan "I'm an ordinary citizen."
(5) Finally, because it is so

"When Indians speak of the con- Udall. "What," asks our Secre- that desired by the Groups repretinent they yielded, they are not tary, "would Standard Oil of New senting the Indian people. These
groups of the Indian to remain
referring only to the loss of some Jersey, or A T & T do withthe remillions of acres of Real Estate. sources owned by the Indian peo- on his lands and they "ask for
They have in mind that the land ple?" The idea would be to 'single assistance, technical and financsupported a universe of things out' '10 or 12' reservations for ial for however long needed to
they knewand valuedand 10ved..." development by our major cor- regain in modern America some
The first statement was made by porations and there is not one of measure of the adjustment they

treatment

...

important to the Conservative
ideology, must be mentioned the

-

very great Patriotism and con
commitant Anti
Communism.
I believe it is the Patriotism
which is the primary factor. Conservatism here is too visceral to
really care about suffering under
Communism in other lands. It
knows, too, that there is no immediate threat of Communism
here
here the enemies are
Big Government, Big Unions, Big
Business (and Beatniks?). Patriotism, however, provides the very
deepest of roots to secure status
as respected Americans. And to a
group which feels threatened as

-

—

discussed above, this provides a

very needed form of assurance of
worth in American Society (they
are, after all defending it). The
nature of the enemy is secondary.
However, today he is Communism
and we must expect this to figure
strongly in the actions of the

Reagan Administration.
polling
It is very probable
that Reagan will win
the polls

—

—

an Indian university graduate. The
second is part of the Declaration
of Purpose of the National Congress of American Indians.
The American Indian today is,
for us, our supreme moral condemnation. Nowhere in history was
a civilization more thoroughly destroyed than was that of the Indian
by the White Man in the United
States. All of our claim to an ability to shine a moral light on the
rest of the world must be accepted
with Ac full realization of the
State must be attacked, 'Freegenocide perpetrated by the 'good
dom' will predominate over Christian folk" who were the
'Equality' and this will be very eighteenth and nineteenth century
evident in the Civil Rights Strug- white inhabitants of the United
gle. The rights of the 'property
States.
owner' including his taxes —will The role of the Indian in tobe defended. In various ways much
day's 'America of the space age'
decision making power will be presents great problems. Their
given to the local community. The solution requires an understanding
'intellectual' freedom of the Uni- of
the Indian's outlook(as inhomoversity will be seriously abridged. geneous as it may be)and a willingThe Unions and the Farm Workers
ness on the part of the Federal
will not be treated as allies, but
Government to devote adequate retheir desires will be subordinated
sources to the Indian.
to those of the middle classes far
There are three general ways
more than at present.
problems can be attacked. The
the
Finally, of course, we can exfirst idea is that which predomipect a full blooded attack on Com- nates in
Congress. It is for the
munism and subversion in genof the reservation as a
dissolution
eral
a resurrection to respon- goal —with the ultimate 'integrasibility of the Burns Committeeand
tion' of the Indian into our society.
a general attack on 'left' groups The motives vary but thedominant
and leaders. One can look forward one is the reduction of Federal
to a 'little McCarthy' atmos- Expenditure on the lands and their
phere.
opening to Private Investment. The
Naturally, nationally we can exsecond idea is one expressed poigpect a great increase in the power nantly by Secretary of the Interior
of the right wing in the Republican

.
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the election. There are reasons
why he can win where Goldwater
failed here. Two of these are the Party,
lack of Foreign Policy as an issue
political
We are faced
in the election and the Fact that he situation in which the Democratic
has learnedfrom Goldwater's mis- Party has the support of the 'lowtake of too great a 'Rightist' imer classes; of big business; and
age. Thus he hired the firm of of the intellectual community.
advertiser's who managed Rocke- There remains the ever expandfeller's campaign to convey the ing masses of the middle class
image of Reagan as the 'moda group which feels no heed to
erate. With all reverence to his support the 'liberal tradition'
freedom to 'change his mind' we this country has been following,
should note that this was done they do not feel they owe their
AFTER the primary. The image well being to it and see in its
of his extremism has been quite, action and its allies a severe and
successfully countered.
real threat to their economic and
What kinds of changes can we social status. This is a large
expect in the state. It is hoped group and is clearly the one which
that the article conveyed the con- the right is endeavouring to win.
cept that Conservatism is an apA California victory willbeagreat
peal to the non-Middle Classes
impetus to this process.
and has Its support there. (Dis
tinguish these from the 'intellectual community'). The actions of
the Reagan Administration must FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
therefore conform to the values
1821 IRVING STREET
of this class. Thus, the Welfare
NEAR 19th AVENUE
PHONE MO 4-8732

BOOK FAIR

these, he states "that would not enjoyed as the originalpossessors
take resources these Indians have of their native land." (From the
and increase the value ten or same 'Declaration of Purpose').
It seems unlikely (especially
twenty times in the next twenty
with the attitudes existing in Govyears."
The general feeling behind both ernment) that we can act as the
which at Indians desire. Not only is it our
of these viewpoints
best might be termed 'pragmatic' 'Guilt Feelings', preventing us
accounts for the recent dismis- from seriously acknowledging the
sal of Phileo Nash from his posi- problem; not only the material
tion as Commissioner for Indian benefits to White Society which
Affairs. He had summed up his will accrue by the other soluposition in a statement made in tions; but a further reason is con1965: "For those (Indians) who tained in the statement made by
prefer to continue Tribal Life, I the Indian student above. The valstand firmly on the ground that ues of our society, their extreme
they have every right to do so and emphasis on material results,
that the United States Govern- make it impossible for us to seriment has, at the same time, an ously consider a solution to a
obligation to see that the penalty problem which will not produce
for being an Indian is not abject any such results and whose only
poverty" (All Indian Reserva- argument in its favor is that it is
tions were declared 'pockets of incomprehensibly desired by a
small, alien and colored sub-culpoverty' by the 0.E.0.).
This is in line with the third ture.
Peter Lipton
approach possible —which is also

HOURS 7 AM TO

10 PM

INCLUDING SUNDAY

FREE DELIVERY
OV. 1-6794

Synapse Staff Meeting
New Staff Needed
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State Nurses Picket At Langley Porter
A group of attractive, uniformed
nurses "picketing" in front of
Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric
Institute. The placards they carry
read, "This is an Educational
Walk." They are handing out leaflets to those that approach them,
and they occasionally pause to
chat with onlookers.
"How long have you been walking up and down here in this informational picket line, carrying that sign, "Us Too"?
Despite
"Not long."
"How long will you be doing
fiendish torture
this?"
dynamic BiC Duo
"As long as necessary. My feet
t
writes
first time,
hurt already,"
time!
every
"You mean you'll stay out here
til the multitudes appreciate that
mc's rugged pair of ■§ |
stick pens wins agun ;I f §
State employed nurses are being
in unending war ImM
overlooked in the recent negotiathe
campus
State employed Langley Porter nurses "informational" picket on
against ball-point
mm |
tions concerning wage increases,
WM I
skip, clog and smear.
for
admonetary compensation
Despite horrible
9 |
vanced education and special nurses aren't paid time and a timely, worthy cause. So nbble, of one another's talents. You
punishment by mad
w |
nurses
are
wonderful."
,
pretty
skills?"
half for working on weekends
so organizedl"
so orderly, so
S
scientists, uic still
"I'm not a nurse."
"Oh, we'll probably go in when they work such peculiar hours,
writes first time, every
S §
"We do look nice. My feet hurt,
"You're not?"
time. And no wonder.
it gets dark.'' with little appreciation. There's though."
m |
bic's "Dyamite" Ball
B
I
"No."
"I think it's disgraceful that seldom consideration for the
is the hardest metal
§
f
"Something just occurred to me,
"Then what are you doing out
lengthy education and the highpermade, encased in
f"H |
formance standards they must at- I mean I know this is sort of put- here in that uniform? Who are solid brass nose cone.a §fo
ting
professionalspot,
on
the
you
you?"
tain. And psychiatric nursing
Will not skip, clog fOi I
"I'm relieving one of the nurses.
well, it's an entity in itself, re- ly and all, and don't jeopardize
or smear no matter M *tj §
answerin
yourself
or
anything
She had to go be therapist at a
what devilish abuse ■5 I
quiring more diligence, skill and
is devised for them m fsf. m
emotional durability than most ing, but I'm curious to know how group meeting, I'm a Psychiatric
by sadistic students, m"V m ]
areas of medicine. Incredible that your psychiatric patientsfeel about resident here."
Get the dynamic §
J|| j
"Oh
well it's been nice
State officials and many citizens this demonstration."
Die Duo at your f
Ml |
talking with you."
do not recognize the value of
campus store now. ■
,
Ms j
"Ask that nurse over there
"Yes, it's been nice. Say, would
such remarkable abilities. Is there
Scholarthe
one
the
"Please
Lisholding
The California State
holding
sign
mind
this
while
I
you
any indication that yourheartrendten" sign.
ship and Loan Commission ansit down for a minute? My feet
ing pleas are being heard?"
»■
I c 1H
nounced recently the availability
WATEAMAN-BIC PEN CORP. I'w B
appreciate sure do hurt."
I
understand
"I
of approximately 400 State Fellow"Oh sure. You mean, just stand
|H
MIIFORO. CONN
"We were on television this your reluctance to answer. I'm
ships for the Academic Year 1967here?"
topic
is
for
this
a
sensitive
sure
-68. State Fellowships will be in morning."
"Well, sort of walk up and
many of you."
the amount of tuition and/or redown,
and answer questions, you
answer
"She'llbe
able
to
better
for
this
"I'm certainly grateful
quired fees at the graduate school
a minute
know.
here ,
Just
than me, that's all."
opportunity to talk with somethe studentwill attend. Fellowships
can
wear
cap."
you
my
respect
beautifull
Such
"That's
one intimately involved in this
will be based on need, but in no
case will they exceed tuition or be
used for room and board, books
or living expenses.
State Fellowships will be awardsynapse classified
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
ed without regard to race, religion,
creed, or sex. For additional In621-5833
1607 HAIGHT ST.
formation on eligibility require\%l§ Poml 19*
ments contact the Dean of the
Graduate Division or write to the
BiC Fine Point i ■jf
get results
Executive Director, California
ORDERS MAY BE PLACED
SHOP
ANYWHERE
IN
WITH GIFT
State Scholarship and Loan ComMOFFITT HOSPITAL
mission, 520 Capitol Mall, Sacramento, California 95814.
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Anti Chemical And and Biological Warfare Petition
The following petition is correctly being circulated around the
Medical Center by some faculty
members. It was reported that it
was being well received here,
and already has been signed by
many of the leading scientists in
the United States.
President Lyndon B. Johnson
The White House

Washington. D.C
Dear Mr. President:
We, the American scientists
whose names appear below, wish
to warn against any weakening of
the world-wide prohibitions and
restraints on die use of chemical
and biological (CB) weapons.
CB weapons have the potential
of inflicting, especially on civilians, enormous devastation and
death which may be unpredictable
in scope and intensity; they could
become far cheaper and easier to
produce than nuclear weapons,
thereby placing great mass dc-

structive powers within reach of
nations not now possessing it; they
lend themselves to use by leadership that may be desperate, irresponsible, or unscrupulous. The
barriers to the use of these weapons must not be allowed to break
down.
During the Second World War,
the United States maintained a
firm and clearly stated policy of
not initiating the use of CB weapons. However, in the last few
years the U.S. position has become
less clear. Since the late 19505,
Defense Department expenditures
on CB weapons have risen several
and there has been no
fold
categorical reaffirmation of the
World War II policy.
Most recently, U.S. forces have
begun the large-scale use of anticrop and "non-lethal" antipersonnel chemical weapons in Vietnam. We believe that this sets a
dangerous precedent, with long
term hazards far outweighing any
probable short term Tiilitary ad-

—

il:
11=51 rI —
from your Friendly

vantage. The employment of any
one CB weapon weakens the barriers to the use of others. No

sail, The Biological Laboratories,
measures, with a view to maintaining and reinforcing the Harvard University; Bernard Feld,
world-wide restraints against Department of Physics, Massachusetts Inst, of Technology; Irwin
CB warfare.
Order an end to the employ- C. Gunsalus, Department ofChemment of anti-personnel and anti- istry, University of Illinois; Robcrop chemical weapons in Viet- ert Hofstadter, Department of Physics, Stanford University; Arthur
nam.
Re-establish and categorical- Kornberg, Department of Bioly declare the intention of the chemistry, Stanford U. Medical
United States to refrain from School; Fritz Lipmann, Rockefelinitiating the use of chemical ler Institute; Robert B. Livingston, Department of Neuroand biological weapons.
The following persons are initial sciences, U. Cal., San Diego; Matsigners of the letter to the Presi- thew Meselson, Biological Laboratories, Harvard University; Severo
dent:
Felix Bloch, Department of Phy- Ochoa, New York UniversitySchool
sics, Stanford University; Konrad of Medicine; Ray D. Owen, DiE. Bloch, Department of Chemis- vision of Biology, California Intry, Harvard University; James stitute of Technology; Keith R.
F. Crow, Department of Medical Porter, Biological Laboratories,
Genetics, University of Wiscon- Harvard University; Charles
sin; William Doering, Sterling Price, Department of Chemistry,
University of Pennsylvania; EuChemistry Laboratory, Yale University; Paul Doty, Department of gene Rabinowitch, Department of
Chemistry, Harvard University; Botany, University of Illinois; E.
Freeman J. Dyson, The Institute L. Tatum, Rockefeller Institute.

lasting distinction seems feasible
between incapacitating and lethal
weapons or between chemical and
biological warfare. The great
variety of possible agents forms
a continuous spectrum from the
temporarily incapacitating to the
highly lethal. If the restraints on
the use of one kind of CB weapon are broken down, the use of
others will be encouraged.
Therefore, Mr. President, we
urge that you
Institute a White House study
of overall government policy
regarding CB weapons and the
possibility of arms control
control measures, with a view
to maintaining and reinforcing the world-wide restraints
against CB warfare.
Institute a White House study
of overall government policy
regarding CB weapons and the
possibility of arms control for Advanced Sudy; John T. Ed-

—
—
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Steaks, Suds Lure Pharmacists From Classes

15

The School of Pharmacy held
its annual picnic on Tuesday, October 11, at Flood Park in San
Mateo; all classes were cancelled
in favor of Softball, volleyball,

School president Dennis Michaud presided

beer, and steaks (charcoal-broiled, courtesy of the faculty).
Fun and games got off to an
early start with the frosh pitted
against the sophs in the first softball game at 9:30, Despite a great
team spirit and the brilliance of
Paul Gysels at third base, the
frosh lost to the sophs 14-13, By
noon the faculty had the steaks
going, with Dr. Frank Goyan in
charge, and everyone lined up for
steak, potato salad, French bread,
ice cream, and beer.
Other members of the faculty
seen walking around with plates
of food, or helping out at the
steak pits, were Dr. W,D,Kumler,
Dr. V, Garlin, and Dr. Jere Goyan;
finally the profs decided to quit
from tabletop, • cooking steaks and have a couple
themselves, and the sophs took
over.
Kappa Psi again provided the
door prizes this year, with President Dennis Michaud in charge of
the drawings; the men's shaving
kit went to one of the junior girls,
and all winners were awarded a

Good steaks rounded out the affair in sizzling fashion.
bottle of Unicaps along with their iors in the playoffs, both in softball and in volleyball. There was
prizes.
After lunch there were more a coed football game going on at
games, the seniors beating the the other end of the park, but no
juniors in Softball and the hapless one seemed to know how that one
frosh losing to the sophs in vol- turned out. (Candid photos courleyball. It was really the sopho- tesy of Bob Storms, School of
mores' day, as they beat the sen- Pharmacy President).

Personal research on pharmacology of ethanol. It works.
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PROGRESS HCMEWARE
PABCO PAINT
HARDWARE • TOYS
• GLASS
" PLUMBING SUPPLIES
724 IRVING STREET
San Francisco 22. Calif
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U.C. MEDICAL CENTER
including non paid teaching staff
ARE ELIGIBLE FOR MEMBERSHIP

CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES'
CREDIT UNION NO. 2 LOANS.
DO

444 Barber Shop

ALL YOUR CONSUMER FINANCING WITH CREDIT

UNION

COMPARE THE RATES

AAA Judah Street between 9th & 10th Avenue

AS MUCH AS 60% LESS THAN MOST LOAN COMPANIES

CHUCK MARTIN

REVOLVING CREDIT PLANS
AS MUCH AS 33V3 % LESS THAN MOST
l'/j%

MEN'S HAIR STYLES

-

RAZOR CUTS

APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
Tues. Sat. 9 A.M. 6 P.M. 664-9840
■

-

-

1% per month
1% p.r month

vi

2Vj% per month

»i

per month

AS MUCH AS 25% LESS THAN MOST BANK PERSONAL LOANS
$6.50 per $100.00 per year

vi

$8.00 per $100.00 per year

LOAN PROTECTION INSURANCE AT NO EXTRA COST

LOANS MADE FOR ANY WORTHY PURPOSE

2600 OCEAN AVENUE
(Lakeside Village)

334-5070
Your Business and Vacation Headquarters.
Free Ticket Delivery to the Medical Center.

ASK ABOUT THE NEW AUTOMOBILE PURCHASE PLAN
Fleet prices for credit union menbers.
FINANCE THE CAR AT $4.75 per $100.00 per YEAR.
Life insurance at no additional cost.

CALL OR WRITE
CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES' CREDIT UNION NO 2
333 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94102
PHONE 861-1930 LOAN INFORMATION 861-4507 MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
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Brown Meat and Lumpy Starch
A Look at the High Cost of Eating at Millberry Union
By Frank Sarnquist
Editor-in-Chief

The mind boggled at the choices.
Orange jello or red jello. Brown
meat stew or yellow meat stew.,
Smooth white starch or lumpy
white starch. Dried up rolls or
dried up rolls. For dessert, the
aforementioned jello had been put
in pudding dishes and embellished
with a tasteless fluffy white substance of indeterminent origin.
There was no choice as to the
price: $1.25,

Although travelers may identify the above menu as the universal Greyhound bus stop food where
restaurants rake in huge profits
from their captive consumers, mcd
center students can manage a more
accurate identification -Millberry
Union. Unfortunately, the comparison with the bus stop ends
when profits are considered. No
huge profits here; as a matter of
fact students pay extra for their
books to subsidize a continually
losing operation.
How can an operation that serves
such uniform and easily prepared
food, that has no rent costs, that

hires the very minimal in cafeteria personnel, that charges competitive prices possibly need to be
subsidized?
The answer is complicated,
which is perhaps the reason that
it is so expensive. Most basically
the Union food service suffers
from its relationship to the University. All buying must be done
through the UC Purchasing Agent,
a system which immediately adds
ten to fifteen percent to the price
of all raw food—the purchaser's
charge for handling the paper work
of the process. Secondly, all employees of the cafeteria must be
paid University wages, which in
every case equal or exceed union
standards. Third, as an auxiliary
enterprise, food services must
pay the employee benefit costs out
of its own pocket. These include
such items as interest on retirement contributions, part of health

suit the food purchased while necessary for convalescent menus,
is often unsuitable for preparing
inexpensive meals for the healthy
student community.
The above expensive problems leads to a natural question.
Should Millberry Union attempt to
buck the system and try to run a
student cafeteria at all?
For all the dorm livers, especially those who don't have any
private means of transportation,
the Union represents the only place
The Millberry Union Board of.
Governors recinded the charge
of five cents for each additional
cup of coffee in the cafeteria at
their last meeting. Coffee is once
again ten cents for all you can
drink.

to get a meal. The restaurants
etc.
In 1964-65 within walking distance offer betinsurance plans,
this item cost food services $11, ter food, but are more expensive,
and food is a big part of the stu409.
Further, all the food for the en- dent's often hard-pressed budget.
tire campus is chosen by the diet- And the hospital cafeteria, with
ary staff of the hospital. As a re- comparable prices but more interesting food, if off limits by
Chancellorian decree.
On the other hand, most of the
students on the campus aren't
dependent upon the cafeteria for
their meals. Should they be expected to support the money losing proposition with their book

I
I Grades
I don't matter.... I

store purchases?
Millberry's professional staff
they insist that the
answer no

—

cafeteria should pay its own way,
which is the reason returning students found prices ten percent
higher this year than last. Yet
most of the students agreethe food
is as uninteresting as in the past,
if not more so. The freshmen
aren't aware of the price increase, but they eat the same
food.
While the price increase may
solve the Union's problem, it only
makes the student's situation more
intolerable. At least three solutions are possible. Students can
boycott the cafeteria, invading the

jl to some people. But if they are important I
H to you, then you probably spend a lot of I
| your time working to get them. Would it I
jl

make your life easier if you could read, ■
j understand, and enjoy a normal full- ■
■ sized book in less than an hour? You I
M can, in fact, read THREE TIMES as fast
I as you do now, or one thousand words I
| per minute (whichever is faster), with I
I GOOD COMPREHENSION!
1
Startling? Yes, but the Optimation Speed
m
Work Study
■ Reading Course issues a written, money- H
RE PRESENTAfl back guarantee of those results. If you ADVERTISING
TIVE for the SYNAPSE and McdiI read at all, you need this course. Classes I Cal to sell display ads. 2.52/hr.
I are starting soon close to campus. Send Inquire 2nd floor, Millberry Union.

I
I

us a postcard if you would like to know

more about it:

II

I\\tXtrJl9 ° Speed Reading II
pTIMATION

M
■

•

San Francisco, Calif.
•Phone 661-2277

SIGN MAKER, to make signs for
all campus activities. 2.39/hr. No
| experience necessary.

I

I

PHOTOGRAPHER, for the SYNAPSE. 2.19/hr.

work through the Associated Students to effect reform in theoperation. This has been done with
some success before, and has the
advantage of maintaining the cafeteria during the period of readjustment, as well as affording existed services to the cafeteria, or ing channels through whichto work.
Finally, the cafeteria bound stucause its demise, in which case a
independent food company might be dent body can simply keep paying
high prices for terrible food. This
given a concession to run thecafeteria. Millberry officials loaththis solution, however, seems as hopelast possibility, however, effective less as the decision facing the
it might be for food services, hungry Jewish student last Tuesday night. The twin entrees were
since it would mean loss of control over the cafeteria for nonham and pork chops.

forbidden but accessible hospital,
patronizing the local restaurants,
and by preparing food in their
rooms (a long-time practice on a
small scale). Done effectively, this
would either bring tremendousreorganization andhopefully improv-

____

New Union Council
Coordinates Activites
The Program Council is a new organization created last spring
by the Millberry Union Board of Governors to coordinate the activities of the already existing Millberry Union student committees

(Public Affairs Committee, Film Committee, Medi-Cal, and the
SYNAPSE), to increase the scope of student participation in planning extra-curricular activities in the Millberry Union facilities,
and to initiate new activities as needed.
In its several months of existence the Program Council, in
conjunction with the Dean of Students Office, has initiated the
INFORMATION HANDBOOK OF STUDENT SERVICES AND ORGANIZATIONS (available at the Central Desk of Millberry Union if
you have not already received a copy). This booklet will now be
published annually. In addition, the Program Council has jointly
established with the ASUCMC a committee charged to put on
annually a series of programs on "Health Topics Become Social
Issues."
Students in the past have expressed interest in greater student
involvement in selecting the fine arts and cultural exhibits and
programs put on in the Millberry Union. Others have recently
requested the establishment of an athletics committee, in order
that students may select the types of activities put on in this
area. To these ends the Program Council has authorized the fori
mation of a Fine Arts Committee and an Athletic Committee. Any
interested UCMC student may be a member of either of these
committees. Interested students should contact Ron Levant, the
Chairman of the Program Council through Room 240, Millberry
Union. In addition students are urged to participate in any of the
established committees, descriptions of which follow.
MEDI-CAL. Published each .year, in the spring, Medi-Cal, the
UCMC yearbook covers the entire spectrum of campus events.
At present a staff of 8 students is seeking an editor or co-editors.
These positions are Work-Study jobs, and carry with them remuneration if the students are eligible for Work-Study money. Information is available in Room 240, Millberry Union.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
The Public Affairs Committee was formed three years ago by a
group of students who felt an active awareness of social, economic
and political problems, is an essential part of every person's
education. As future members of professions dedicated to aiding
people, we must strive to understand all the ailments of our society
and begin now to question conditions and look for solutions.
The Committee has attempted to bring well-informed spokesmen
to the campus to discuss various topics of current concern. Although the Committee has the right to advocate a position on any
particular issue, we attempt to present both sides equally and welcome people of any political persuasion as members.
Programs for the coming year are still being planned, and we
hope that all interested persons will participate in planning these
programs.
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TYPIST, for the SYNAPSE. Must
be able to type and spell and
must have giant knockers. 2.19/hr.
I
| & Fringe Benefits.

■

Baby-Sitting Co-op
Limited opening in baby sitting
Co-Op for professional students
living near Mcd Center. Call 731-

-2624.

culinary activities like dances and
meetings and would, of course,
diminish the Empire. Besides they
point out, there is no guarantee
the food quality or prices would
improve.
Secondly, the student body could
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FRED SHEPHERD
FARMERS INS. GROUP

'1827 IRVING AT 19TH AYE.
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

AUTO-FIRE LIFE INS.
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